INTRODUCTION {#sec1}
============

In the first few years of this century, researchers made headlines after deriving *in vitro* gametes---reproductive cells---from mice.[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Further work produced live offspring, demonstrating the reproductive viability of these cells.[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} While not nearly as advanced, the research on human cells suggests that *in vitro* gametogenesis (IVG) may one day be possible with humans.

These scientific advances raise important questions about what IVG might mean for human procreation. In some ways, this technology is just another method to allow infertile individuals to have genetically related children. In other words, it is one of many forms of assisted reproductive technology (ART). On the other hand, it potentially allows for methods of procreation that have never been possible before. With IVG, same-sex couples may be able to have children who are biologically related to both of them. In addition, IVG could facilitate 'multiplex' parenting, where groups of more than two individuals (whether all male, all female, or a combination) procreate together, producing children who are the genetic progeny of them all.[^3^](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} And finally, single individuals may be able to procreate without the genetic contribution of another individual,[^4^](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} what I refer to as 'solo IVG'. IVG also presents the possibility of 'perfecting reproduction', by greatly improving the ability to screen for undesirable diseases or even traits.

IVG potentially offers some of the same benefits as many other types of ART, which help infertile individuals, same-sex couples, and single people participate in the procreative process. It also raises a host of legal and ethical issues similar to those presented by existing and future technologies---such as *in vitro* fertilization, preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD), prenatal testing, germline gene transfer, mitochondrial replacement, genetic enhancement, and reproductive cloning. Among these issues are concerns about the 'unnaturalness' of the means of procreation, the difficulties of determining parentage, challenges to the meaning of procreation and parentage, as well as worries about physical and psychosocial harms to the future child. Many of these concerns arise because IVG seems radically different from other means of procreation. In the context of prenatal screening, IVG raises concerns about its eugenic implications and potential to exacerbate social inequities.

Nevertheless, this piece does not conclude that IVG is inherently threatening and problematic either in its uniqueness or in its similarity to technologies that some find troubling. Instead, it draws from a relational account of autonomy to suggest that our assessment of IVG and its potential benefits or harms depends entirely on the social, scientific, and legal context in which it is situated and how it is used. The article begins with a brief discussion of the technology. Part II then describes the various ways in which the technology might be used for reproductive purposes---to create a child---and to 'perfect' reproduction, i.e., to refine prenatal testing. Part III turns to the issues surrounding the reproductive and 'improvement' aspects of IVG. It concludes that, under a relational account of autonomy, IVG is arguably preferable to some forms of ART in certain instances and substantially more problematic in others.[^5^](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} Finally, it suggests that perfecting reproduction in many ways exacerbates the problematic aspects of increasingly expansive prenatal selection.

I.. THE TECHNOLOGY OF IVG {#sec2}
=========================

The first attempts to derive gametes *in vitro* began, as much research does, with mice.[^6^](#fn6){ref-type="fn"} The initial work focused on deriving gametes directly from fetal gonads,[^7^](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} but ultimately researchers developed the ability to obtain gametes from mice embryonic stem cells (ESCs), derived from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst (the five-day-old fertilized egg).[^8^](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} ESCs are pluripotent cells that have the capacity, under the right conditions to differentiate, i.e., to develop into a range of specialized cell lines and tissues.[^9^](#fn9){ref-type="fn"} At first, scientists derived gametes from random differentiation of ESCs,[^10^](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} but more recently they developed methods to control the process of producing gametes.[^11^](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} Equally important were developments that allow for IVG via induced pluripotent stem cells, as opposed to ESCs, avoiding the need to use embryos.[^12^](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} Scientists have been refining the methodology to control differentiation with the possibility in the future of 'bypassing\... the intermediate attainment of various pluripotent states'.[^13^](#fn13){ref-type="fn"}

One significant technical hurdle that researchers were able to overcome was the difficulty of obtaining both eggs and sperm from female and male mice.[^14^](#fn14){ref-type="fn"} Given that females lack a Y chromosome,[^15^](#fn15){ref-type="fn"} and that germ cells go down the route of producing ova unless signals from the testes direct the cells to become sperm,[^16^](#fn16){ref-type="fn"} the process of producing sperm from females is more complicated than deriving oocytes from males.[^17^](#fn17){ref-type="fn"}Yet scientists have been able to derive primitive sperm cells from female human ESCs.[^18^](#fn18){ref-type="fn"} Finally, scientists have been able to produce viable offspring using *in vitro* gametes from either female or male mice.[^19^](#fn19){ref-type="fn"} Thus far, however, this has not been achieved using only *in vitro* gametes, as opposed to one *in vitro* gamete fertilized with a 'naturally' produced gamete.[^20^](#fn20){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, we do not yet have information about the phenotype of mice created in this manner,[^21^](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} which is crucial to understanding the potential long-term effects of this method of procreation.

Not surprisingly, the work in humans has not progressed to the same extent. Researchers have derived the equivalent of primordial germ cells---cells with markers specific to mature germ cells ---from human ESCs.[^22^](#fn22){ref-type="fn"} Advances in stem cell research suggest that IVG may be able to occur without using human embryos. Specifically, researchers have demonstrated the ability to create ESC-like cells---induced pluripotent cells---by dedifferentiating adult somatic cells and then differentiating them into 'haploid spermatogenic cells'.[^23^](#fn23){ref-type="fn"} So far scientists have not achieved similar success in creating human oocytes,[^24^](#fn24){ref-type="fn"} although they have derived egg-like cells.[^25^](#fn25){ref-type="fn"} Given that research on mice has yielded both sperm and oocytes, however, it is probably merely a matter of time before human oocytes can be derived *in vitro*. While mice are clearly not human, the research thus far suggests 'substantial' similarities between the two species and provides 'strong reasons to expect that human IVG would also prove equally functional in terms of live offspring generation'.[^26^](#fn26){ref-type="fn"} A great deal of research, of course, would be necessary to establish the reproductive capacity of human IVG and, even more important, to test its ability to produce healthy children.

Among the challenges of deriving *in vitro* gametes is the fact that gametes differ from other cell types in a few ways. First, they contain half of the genome (a haploid),[^27^](#fn27){ref-type="fn"} which, when the egg is fertilized by the sperm, leads to the creation of a full genome. Second, to become fully functional, they must be capable of undergoing meiosis, the process of cell division that divides the parent cell and diploid chromosomes to result in the final haploid cell or gamete. While researchers have been able to create germ cells *in vitro* that seem to be able to go through meiosis, they have not been able to make the meiotic process fully resemble normal meiosis *in vivo*.[^28^](#fn28){ref-type="fn"}

In addition, gametes have different imprinting patterns---the 'molecular tagging' of genes caused by the attachment of methyl groups to the genes (methylation), which affects gene expression.[^29^](#fn29){ref-type="fn"} Specifically, a small number of genes (about 50 out of the roughly 30,000 genes that make up the human genome) in oocytes and sperm have special imprinting patterns, which reflect whether the genes have a maternal or paternal origin, respectively.[^30^](#fn30){ref-type="fn"} The imprinting patterns, which remain in the fertilized egg, silence expression of the maternal or paternal version of these 50 genes, depending on parental origin, so that only one copy of the genes will be expressed in the zygote.[^31^](#fn31){ref-type="fn"} In contrast, for the rest (and vast majority) of the genome, both copies of genes (maternal and paternal) are expressed. Given these differences between somatic and germ cells, successful IVG must effectively erase the imprinting pattern of the somatic cells and 'reset' them so that the 'mature gametes... match the sex of that germline (paternal imprints in sperm and maternal imprints in oocytes)'.[^32^](#fn32){ref-type="fn"} Understanding these imprinting patterns *in vivo* and trying to replicate them *in vitro* will be among the greatest challenges in deriving *in vitro* gametes that will be functional for reproduction and normal development.[^33^](#fn33){ref-type="fn"} The ethical dilemmas about when and how such research should be done (although beyond the scope of this paper) will be enormously challenging.[^34^](#fn34){ref-type="fn"}

If IVG becomes a safe and effective method of human reproduction, the technique would involve taking a somatic cell from an individual, which could be used to produce a stem cell from which the gametes would be derived. One method would be via somatic cell transfer (SCNT), by which the nucleus of the individual\'s somatic cell would be transferred into an enucleated egg (an egg whose nucleus has been removed) to create an embryo. Once the embryo reached the blastocyst stage, immature gametes (developing germ cells) could be collected from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst and grown in culture to maturation.[^35^](#fn35){ref-type="fn"} Alternatively, somatic cells could be used to generate induced pluripotent stem cells from which gametes could be derived. As scientists better understand and refine the processes of dedifferentiation and differentiation, it seems plausible to imagine the ability to go directly from a somatic cell to an egg or sperm cell.[^36^](#fn36){ref-type="fn"} At that point, IVG would completely avoid concerns about research using embryos and would substantially streamline the process.

II.. REASONS TO USE IVG {#sec3}
=======================

While there are numerous technical challenges that must be overcome before IVG becomes a viable option for human reproduction, commentators are already imagining the ways in which this technology might be used. IVG has multiple potential applications, including those that don\'t involve reproduction per se. For example, IVG can be used for research purposes, including analysis of 'ESC differentiation, gametogenesis, X-chromosome inactivation, fertilization, early embryonic development, germ-cell tumors, and imprinting'.[^37^](#fn37){ref-type="fn"} By creating differentiated cells and tissue lines with different genetic mutations, researchers can better understand genetic disease and test potential drug therapies.[^38^](#fn38){ref-type="fn"} *In vitro* gametes also have potential application for therapeutic cloning by more easily allowing for the creation of autologous ESCs that could be differentiated into tissues needed for transplant.[^39^](#fn39){ref-type="fn"}

The focus of this piece, however, is on reproductive uses of IVG, whether to help individuals who cannot physically conceive a child or who, because of social or situational circumstances, 'desire to achieve pregnancy by means other than sexual intercourse'.[^40^](#fn40){ref-type="fn"} In addition, it explores IVG as a tool to try to have children who are as healthy, or even as 'fit', as possible by using new versions of prenatal selection. Before describing the different ethical and legal concerns that arise with respect to each of these uses of IVG, I explore below the various ways in which IVG might work in the different contexts.

A.. IVG as Fertility Treatment {#sec3-1}
------------------------------

Perhaps the least controversial of the potential reproductive uses of IVG would be for those who, because of 'a disease of the reproductive system', are physically unable to conceive children.[^41^](#fn41){ref-type="fn"} Individuals may have damaged gonads or be unable to produce gametes due to injury, surgery, or cancer treatments.[^42^](#fn42){ref-type="fn"} Women who entered menopause prematurely would also fall within this category as would those who have been involuntarily sterilized.[^43^](#fn43){ref-type="fn"}

There are, however, additional groups who are also unable to conceive because of physical limitations, but their inability to conceive is not the result of a 'disease of the reproductive system'. This group includes postmenopausal women or premenarche girls. Assuming IVG has advanced sufficiently, these individuals could also reproduce by deriving gametes from stem cells (whether induced directly from their somatic cells or from embryos created from their somatic cells using SCNT).[^44^](#fn44){ref-type="fn"} As we shall see in Part III, however, the differences between the medically infertile and this group of individuals are significant and provide strong reasons to treat the latter differently from the former.[^45^](#fn45){ref-type="fn"}

There is another category of infertile individuals who can reproduce biologically, but who are not in a social situation that easily allows them to reproduce. This category includes same-sex couples, who currently must rely on ART to have a child biologically. For example, lesbians can use artificial insemination and gay men can artificially inseminate a traditional surrogate or use *in vitro* fertilization (IVF) with an ovum donor and a gestational surrogate. Single individuals who do not wish to reproduce via a sexual relationship can rely on the same technologies to have genetically related children. Finally, while never before described as a form of infertility, one might include groups larger than two, who cannot, with current forms of ART, all reproduce together.

To address infertility in individuals whose social situations prevent conception, ART currently requires the use of genetic material from individuals---egg or sperm donors---who are not intended to parent the child. These donors are either completely outside the relationship and unconnected to the individual(s) seeking to procreate---in the case of unknown, anonymous donors---or they may be friends or acquaintances who have agreed to provide genetic material. What distinguishes IVG, in this context, from other ART techniques like IVF and gamete donation is that it allows these individuals (as well as dual-gendered couples with at least one individual who cannot produce gametes) to have biologically related children without relying on gamete donors. Thus, for example, IVG could be used to allow one member of a same-sex couple to derive a gamete of the opposite sex (eggs from men and sperm from women) from his or her cells,[^46^](#fn46){ref-type="fn"} which in combination with a 'naturally' derived gamete from the other member of the couple could be used to produce an embryo. The resulting child would share 50% of its genome with each member of the couple. For gay couples, a surrogate would still be necessary (unless artificial wombs become a viable option) to bring the embryo to term. For lesbian couples, one or the other would be able to have the embryo implanted in her uterus so she could carry the pregnancy to term, avoiding entirely the need to rely on individuals outside the relationship to assist in their reproduction. And for straight couples, where one or both cannot provide gametes, IVG would also allow them to reproduce without relying on gamete donation.

Single individuals might also theoretically use IVG to reproduce without depending on a partner or gamete donation---what I call 'solo IVG'. Just as with IVG in gay and lesbian couples, this technique would require the ability to create gametes of the opposite sex.[^47^](#fn47){ref-type="fn"} In short, the individual would derive the female or male counterpart of gametes via IVG to use with his or her naturally derived gamete to produce an embryo through IVF. The embryo could be implanted in the single female or, in the case of a single male, in a gestational surrogate. This use of IVG raises substantially greater scientific and safety challenges, as I discuss in Part III, because all of the genetic material would come from a single genome.[^48^](#fn48){ref-type="fn"}

Finally, individuals who want to reproduce as part of a group of more than two individuals could potentially use IVG to create children who are genetically related to all of them. Imagine, for example, that four different individuals (a quadruple) wanted to procreate together. Two different couples from the quadruple would each create embryos with their respective gametes. ESCs could then be extracted from the embryos from which gametes---sperm from one set of ESCs and ova from the other set ---would be derived. Using IVF, the resulting sperm and oocytes (each representing genetic material from one of the two pairs of the quadruple) would be used to create embryos that would be genetically related to each of the four individuals.

IVG in this context would not be procreation in the traditional sense. First, each member of the quadruple would share only 25% of their genome with the child as compared with the 50% that a genetic parent shares with his or her child. In essence, the genetic relationship between each member of the quadruple and the child would be like that of grandparent and grandchild, rather than parent and child, and it would be a temporal compression of generations since the 'middle generation' would essentially exist only momentarily as an embryo and the source of the gametes used to create the resulting child.[^49^](#fn49){ref-type="fn"}

One could imagine combinations of different numbers and sexes for 'multiplex parenting', resulting in potentially different combinations of genetic relatedness.[^50^](#fn50){ref-type="fn"} A trio of individuals (a 'thruple'[^51^](#fn51){ref-type="fn"}) could create one embryo from two of the individuals, from which a gamete could be created. This gamete could then be combined with a 'naturally' derived gamete of the third individual, resulting in a 50% genetic connection between the third individual and the child and a 25% genetic connection between the first two and the child. If eight individuals were involved to create a child, the resulting child would be 12.5% related to each individual. The combinations are endless. Moreover, if we develop the ability to derive viable *in vitro* ova and sperm from both male and females, the combinations could include any possible arrangement of men and women, just men, or just women.

B. Perfecting Reproduction {#sec3-2}
--------------------------

While perhaps less obvious, IVG could also play a role in efforts to have healthy or enhanced children. Specifically, it could improve prenatal selection by making it much easier and more robust in several ways. It also could combine many of the advantages of the current methods of prenatal testing, while eliminating some of the less desirable features. The first approach, presuming *in vitro* gametes are as viable as natural gametes, would be to do PGD on embryos created from these gametes.[^52^](#fn52){ref-type="fn"} Couples would select the embryos that lacked whatever genetic mutations they wanted to avoid. As compared with other prenatal selection methods such as noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT),[^53^](#fn53){ref-type="fn"} amniocentesis, and chorionic villus sampling (CVS), PGD offers the same (or greater, in the case of NIPT) diagnostic potential. Moreover, it avoids the risks associated with invasive procedures, such as amniocentesis and CVS, or the difficulties of terminating a pregnancy if the fetus were found to have an unwanted disease, which are negative aspects of NIPT, amniocentesis, or CVS.[^54^](#fn54){ref-type="fn"}

PGD, however, requires egg retrieval in order to create the embryo that will be analysed. Because IVG would allow for the creation of ova, it would eliminate the need for egg retrieval and its attendant physical burdens and even potential risks to women.[^55^](#fn55){ref-type="fn"} IVG would offer an additional benefit. While hormonal treatment can enhance ova retrieval, there are limits to how many ova can be retrieved from a woman at any time. IVG, in contrast, presents no such limits to the supply of ova.[^56^](#fn56){ref-type="fn"} As a result, IVG would make it possible to create far more embryos for PGD than is currently possible. For purposes of screening out a single disease gene, this may not be necessary. But if couples were interested in using PGD to select for or against several genes, the odds of finding an embryo with a desirable combination of genes would increase significantly.[^57^](#fn57){ref-type="fn"} Concerns about the creation and destruction of embryos would remain, and might even be enhanced, given the much larger number of embryos that would potentially be created and destroyed. In addition, one might imagine that the costs would remain high. Whether current uses of PGD would be more or less expensive than PGD in combination with IVG would depend on how the costs of ova retrieval compared with the costs of producing ova through IVG. While the price tag would be a barrier for some, the reduced burdens for women and the greater number of embryos one could test might make this version of PGD preferable to traditional PGD for many.

For those who are concerned about embryo destruction, IVG could potentially be used another way to improve fitness. Rather than use it to create multiple embryos, we could use IVG to create a large supply of gametes, which could be selected for the genetically optimal genotypes.[^58^](#fn58){ref-type="fn"} This would require the ability to test the genotypes of each gamete without destroying the gametes' viability.[^59^](#fn59){ref-type="fn"} Assuming that such technology eventually becomes available, IVG would offer the benefit, again, of allowing for the creation of far more ova than we can currently retrieve.[^60^](#fn60){ref-type="fn"} Even for those who are not per se morally opposed to embryo destruction, some may have qualms about creating vast numbers of embryos simply to find the optimal genotype.[^61^](#fn61){ref-type="fn"} As a result, testing gametes themselves may be morally preferable to many, if it becomes a viable option.

III.. EVALUATING IVG FOR REPRODUCTIVE PURPOSES {#sec4}
==============================================

In many ways, the reproductive uses of IVG are similar to several forms of reproductive technologies we use today. As a result, it presents many of the same benefits and concerns. But as I discuss in detail below, in some respects, IVG is different in important ways from current reproductive technologies. Some of these differences argue in favor of IVG, and some of these differences argue against it. Ultimately, however, just as is true with respect to many of the concerns regarding current and future forms of ART, the degree to which these technologies are problematic is largely contextual, especially when assessed under a relational autonomy framework.

A. Relational Autonomy {#sec4-1}
----------------------

Before I evaluate the potential uses of IVG, I briefly recount the relational autonomy framework, which I have used previously to assess advanced reproductive technologies.[^62^](#fn62){ref-type="fn"} One of the most common defenses of reproductive technologies is to argue that procreative autonomy, whether understood as a constitutional right or an ethical claim, justifies their use.[^63^](#fn63){ref-type="fn"} While the Supreme Court has recognized some kind of procreative autonomy---described more recently as liberty interests[^64^](#fn64){ref-type="fn"}---the scope of these interests remains highly uncertain.[^65^](#fn65){ref-type="fn"} Even the broadest conception of reproductive rights, however, is not absolute and would be limited when certain uses of the technologies are sufficiently harmful to the individual, the resulting children, and/or society.[^66^](#fn66){ref-type="fn"}

I have urged that we understand procreative autonomy, whether understood as an ethical or legal concept, in terms of relational autonomy, rather than the thin, individualistic notion of autonomy that underlies some of the Supreme Court jurisprudence in this area. The Court\'s discussion in *Casey*, for example, described decisions like marriage and procreation as 'matters involving the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a lifetime, choices central to personal dignity and autonomy'.[^67^](#fn67){ref-type="fn"} In stating that 'at the heart of liberty is the right to define one\'s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe and of the mystery of human life',[^68^](#fn68){ref-type="fn"} the Court seemed to understand autonomy in terms of an 'atomistic conception of self-definition, in which the individual shapes herself without reference to others'.[^69^](#fn69){ref-type="fn"} I have argued that this approach suffers from a narrow conception of self-definition that does not consider the 'interests and attachments we may have at any moment', and is 'never identified by our aims'.[^70^](#fn70){ref-type="fn"} In contrast, a relational account of autonomy is grounded in a fuller conception of self-definition, which imagines the individual in terms of her relationship to others, where our 'moral identity' is shaped by our 'membership in communities such as those of the family, the neighborhood, the city and the tribe',[^71^](#fn71){ref-type="fn"} rather than 'unencumbered' and 'independent', without 'constitutive attachments'.[^72^](#fn72){ref-type="fn"}

A relational autonomy framework would not simply focus on whether various uses of IVG are an exercise of individual decision making related to procreation. Instead, it would consider whether 'our individual goals\... dissolve\[\] community and divide\[\] us from each other'[^73^](#fn73){ref-type="fn"} and whether IVG reproductive technologies are central to the 'development and expression of the relational self', rather than merely the 'atomistic' self.[^74^](#fn74){ref-type="fn"} Such analysis requires evaluation of motivations, context, and results---which may be multivaried and complex---to determine whether particular reproductive uses of IVG are compatible with relational autonomy. As we shall see in the next section, this framework, which I employ primarily for ethical analysis, leads to very different conclusions as to the propriety of IVG for reproductive purposes in different contexts.

B. IVG to Assist Reproduction {#sec4-2}
-----------------------------

Obviously one of the greatest concerns with respect to IVG is its safety for future children. Addressing this concern is challenging given the limits of our knowledge about the risks associated with IVG. For example, we have minimal knowledge about the implications of switching cell types from differentiated to undifferentiated states and the implications of erasing and resetting imprinting patterns to facilitate reproduction. Precisely because this technology is still evolving, many questions remain about the exact nature and degree of risk it could present to future children. Because IVG might potentially affect the resulting children\'s germlines, uncertainty also exists with respect to the potential risks to future generations.

Even before contemplating the use of IVG for reproduction, therefore, all would agree that we must have a clear understanding of the mechanics of IVG and its effects on mice and potentially other species when used to produce live offspring.[^75^](#fn75){ref-type="fn"} While such data would be helpful in understanding the potential risks of human reproduction via IVG, we cannot assume that what works without complications or heightened risks in one species will work similarly in humans. The only way ultimately to demonstrate the effectiveness and safety of these techniques in humans is to use *in vitro* gametes to try to produce viable offspring in controlled settings---when and if we deem it sufficiently safe to do so.

Whether and when such efforts would ever be ethical and legitimate under current laws and regulations is a paper unto itself and could potentially be one of the biggest obstacles to this technology\'s moving forward. On the other hand, for any new reproductive technology to move forward, at some point, researchers must explore its clinical uses. As some have pointed out, had we subjected IVF, before making it clinically available, to the kind of oversight and regulation some might urge for IVG, IVF might never have become a viable technology.[^76^](#fn76){ref-type="fn"} The safety concerns and the tensions between addressing those concerns and advancing new technologies are, therefore, enormously important matters.

The focus of this piece, however, is to explore the social and ethical issues of reproductive IVG, assuming it has reached the point where it is safe enough for clinical use. In other words, this paper goes beyond the question of safety to ask whether---if and when it is as safe as methods of reproduction we currently find acceptable[^77^](#fn77){ref-type="fn"}---relational autonomy justifies or condemns some or all reproductive uses of IVG. As before, I begin with the implications of IVG as a treatment for various forms of infertility, conceived broadly, and then as a vehicle to improve prenatal selection.

### 1.. Infertility Based on Physical Limitations {#sec4-2-1}

Assuming relative safety of IVG, it is hard to argue that IVG is substantially different from other methods we currently use to treat physical infertility. There is, for example, nothing inherently different in using IVG to treat one form of physical infertility---the inability to produce gametes---from using IVF to treat other forms---such as blocked fallopian tubes. In both instances, the technologies overcome physical disabilities that prevent 'normal species functioning'.[^78^](#fn78){ref-type="fn"}

One might distinguish IVF from IVG by arguing that the former simply changes the location of fertilization, whereas the latter creates gametes and then uses additional kinds of ART (IVF or AI) to achieve fertilization. Assuming, however, that gametes generated through IVG lead to no greater health risks in reproduction, it is difficult to see how these differences are conceptually meaningful given that both aim to achieve the same outcome (procreation) in the face of physical limitations due to disease, injury, or other causes. IVG in this context, like IVF, is consistent with relational autonomy because the individuals would be using ART to achieve the kinds of relationships---familial---through which one defines oneself, which would be possible but for the physical limitations.[^79^](#fn79){ref-type="fn"}

For individuals who cannot produce gametes at ages when we would not expect them to be able to do so, such as postmenopausal women or premenarche girls, however, the use of IVG and other methods of ART is no longer a treatment of infertility. While these individuals cannot reproduce due to physical limitations, as noted earlier, they are not technically infertile because their inability to reproduce is precisely what we would expect based on typical human development and aging. In other words, their physical limitations are within 'normal species functioning'.

This distinction has not, however, prevented the use of ovum donation to help postmenopausal women, even into their 60s and 70s, overcome their biological obstacles to bearing children.[^80^](#fn80){ref-type="fn"} The justifications for these uses of ART include a broad understanding of reproductive autonomy as well as equality arguments: if men can reproduce late into life, why should women be limited simply because biology precludes them from doing so at a younger age than men, particularly when men have a shorter life expectancy than women?[^81^](#fn81){ref-type="fn"} Of course, even with ovum donation, these postmenopausal women are not literally reproducing in the way that men do because it is not their genetic material that creates the child, but that of a donor. Even so, it brings them closer to the position of men. Further, advocates argue, given the number of children successfully reared by grandparents, we cannot assume that harms will necessarily come to children born to mothers in these age ranges.[^82^](#fn82){ref-type="fn"}

Critics of ART in this context argue that there is something fundamentally 'unnatural' about defying the limits that nature places on reproduction, an argument I challenge below with respect to general uses of ART.[^83^](#fn83){ref-type="fn"} Other concerns, however, should give us pause about using ART for these individuals. In particular, the best interests of the child and the mother argue for limits in this context. First, the advanced age of these women may make the already demanding job of parenting simply too demanding. Further, the resulting children would be far less likely to have long-lasting parental relationships with their mothers because of their advanced ages, even if in some instances, grandparents have successfully reared their grandchildren.[^84^](#fn84){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, elderly mothers face potentially significant health risks---such as hypertension, diabetes, preterm labor, and other complications---in carrying a child.[^85^](#fn85){ref-type="fn"} Finally, allowing women to have children in this manner does not fully achieve equality because current uses of ART do not allow them to become genetic parents in the way that older men can.[^86^](#fn86){ref-type="fn"} Because of these kinds of concerns, most fertility clinics impose age limits for patients, with 'a typical ceiling of 55 for women, and in some clinics 'a combined age limit of 110 for both partners'.[^87^](#fn87){ref-type="fn"}

Most of the arguments for and against current uses of ART for postmenopausal women apply to IVG in this context, with the exception of the equality argument. Whereas ovum donation only allows postmenopausal women to bear children, IVG would actually allow them to become genetic parents and to reproduce in the fullest sense of the word. Of course, some women might opt only to produce their own ova with IVG and have a surrogate carry the child. Even these women, however, would be literally reproducing post menopausally because they would be using their own genetic material. As a result, IVG places postmenopausal women (whether or not they gestate the child) in the same position as older men, thereby strengthening the equality argument. Even so, this argument doesn\'t overcome the legitimate and serious concerns about the health risks to such women, if they choose to gestate, as well as concerns about the extent of the parenting burden on older parents and the potentially shortened parent--child relationship.

While a fully individualistic conception of procreative autonomy might argue that individual choice is key here, the concerns noted above are precisely the kinds of concerns that make ART problematic under a relational autonomy framework, whether or not ART involves ovum donation or IVG (and whether or not a surrogate gestates). To suggest, however, that these uses of ART are per se unacceptable goes too far. Rather, the relational autonomy framework presumes that ART in this context is not ideal, while allowing that context and motivation may rebut the presumption against it. The key point for purposes of this paper is not what factors would overcome that rebuttal,[^88^](#fn88){ref-type="fn"} but instead to argue that, in the instances in which we are unwilling to countenance postmenopausal mothers using current forms of ART, we should be equally wary of IVG. Conversely, in the instances in which we would find ART appropriate for postmenopausal women, IVG should be equally acceptable because it achieves the same objectives as other kinds of ART.

With respect to premenarche girls,[^89^](#fn89){ref-type="fn"} we could theoretically use ovum donation just as we do with postmenopausal woman. Here again IVG could work as a parallel technology. But clinicians do not use ovum donation in this context because the arguments against it are even greater than for postmenopausal women.[^90^](#fn90){ref-type="fn"} First, helping young girls to bear children would raise similar concerns about the well-being of children born to parents at ages we don\'t typically expect people to parent. Premature loss of a mother, however, would not be a risk for children born to premenarche mothers. Instead, the concerns would go to the fact that these girls are far from ready, physically or emotionally, to bear children and to parent.

Here again, the interests of the mothers and their potential future progeny are intertwined, given that reproduction at that stage would not be in either\'s best interests. It would increase the young mother\'s risks of reduced life-time earnings, threatening both young girl and child with poverty.[^91^](#fn91){ref-type="fn"} Most important, and determinative, these young girls would not have the psychological or legal capacity to make such significant, life-altering decisions.[^92^](#fn92){ref-type="fn"} This therefore violates not only relational autonomy but also the more individualistic conception of autonomy, which is rooted in competent decision making about such important matters. Thus, under relational autonomy, the irrebutable presumption is against using any ART to help premenarche girls reproduce. As with postmenopausal women, the very concerns that should prohibit ART would also limit IVG in this population.

### 2.. Infertility Based on Social Barriers {#sec4-2-2}

As we have seen, the arguments for and against ART for those who face physical barriers to conception seem to apply equally to IVG. In the context of those who face social barriers, we might assume, therefore, that whatever concerns individuals have about using ART in this population should logically apply to IVG as well. While I conclude as a starting point that ART generally should be accessible to people whose fertility is impeded by social circumstances, I argue, however, that the factors that distinguish IVG from other kinds of ART are especially important in this context. In some instances, IVG offers marked advantages and therefore, in some ways, is preferable to other methods of ART, particularly for same-sex couples. On the other hand, some of the distinctions between IVG and other methods of ART create significant relational autonomy concerns, namely with respect to solo IVG and, to some extent, multiplex parenting.

#### a.. Why ART Generally is Appropriate for Those Who Face Social Barriers to Fertility {#sec4-2-2-1}

Before exploring the use of IVG by individuals who face social barriers to fertility, I start by addressing the concern that ART in general is problematic when used by same-sex couples or single individuals.[^93^](#fn93){ref-type="fn"} Because much has already been written on this topic, I only briefly counter this position. First, such attitudes are antiquated and contrary to social norms and laws as evidenced by the Supreme Court\'s recognition of the constitutional right of same-sex couples to marry,[^94^](#fn94){ref-type="fn"} the fact that the majority of states allow gay and lesbian couples to adopt,[^95^](#fn95){ref-type="fn"} and the fact that some jurisdictions affirmatively sanction the ability of single individuals to use ART and to be the sole legal parent of the resulting child.[^96^](#fn96){ref-type="fn"} Second, equality demands that singles and same-sex couples be able to access ART generally given that they, like fertile straight couples, face a barrier---albeit social versus physical---to something as important and personal as procreation.[^97^](#fn97){ref-type="fn"} Some dual-gendered couples, after all, also face social barriers to reproduction if their infertility is the result of the particular combination of individuals, i.e., the social circumstance of choosing a particular partner.[^98^](#fn98){ref-type="fn"} Third, concerns about the best interests of the child are simply unfounded.[^99^](#fn99){ref-type="fn"} Finally, the appeal to 'nature' argument is unpersuasive with respect to same-sex couples or single people using ART generally. If we allow noncoital reproduction for infertile dual-gendered couples, there is no principled reason not to allow it for gay, lesbian, or single individuals. And even though gay and lesbian couples cannot bring about children genetically related to both of them without IVG, infertile straight couples who cannot produce gametes face just the same challenge. Without some additional explanation about the significance of the difference, appeals to nature are generally problematic.[^100^](#fn100){ref-type="fn"} As we shall see below, however, the way that solo IVG differs from 'natural' reproduction does raise some legitimate concerns.

#### b.. IVG in Couples Who Cannot Biologically Reproduce Together {#sec4-2-2-2}

Having argued that the distinction between same-sex couples and straight people using ART does not seem relevant to the question of whether ART should be available to same-sex couples, I turn now to the advantages that IVG offers same-sex couples as well as straight couples who cannot reproduce together because one or both of the partners lacks the ability to produce gametes. Currently, it is biologically impossible for any gay or lesbian couple to have a child who is biologically related to both of them. It is similarly impossible for a straight couple if one or both cannot provide gametes. In both instances, the couples currently have only the option of using gamete donors or adopting. By allowing each member of the couple to contribute genetic material, IVG would allow these couples to reproduce in a manner similar to fertile straight couples---although, until artificial wombs become available, gay couples would still require a surrogate. In terms of equality, therefore, IVG offers significant advantages over other ARTs.

Given that some members of society strongly value genetic connections between parent and child, as evidenced by the demand for ART, it is easy to imagine how significant this genetic connection might be to some same-sex couples or straight couples who cannot produce gametes. One can also understand why some of them might also want to avoid using donors, especially given the difficulty of assigning parentage when conflicts arise between gamete donors, surrogates, and intended parents. Courts and legislative bodies have struggled to set rules and default principles to address the competing interests of all involved.[^101^](#fn101){ref-type="fn"} Although the consensus seems to be moving toward giving intended parents parentage rights over gamete donors or surrogates,[^102^](#fn102){ref-type="fn"} gay and lesbian couples (as well as straight couples or singles who use gamete donors) may rightly worry whether the donors will ultimately be given parental rights, whether or not they ask for them, as has happened in some instances.[^103^](#fn103){ref-type="fn"}

Even when parentage determinations are clearly established, complexities can arise when 'outsiders' provide genetic material to bring about a child. Among these complexities is the issue of donor anonymity. As many have noted, the interests regarding donor anonymity of the donor-conceived child, intended parents, and donor may not be fully aligned.[^104^](#fn104){ref-type="fn"} Given that the child is not able to advocate for his or her relational interests in having knowledge of the donor, and that anonymity threatens to 'erase' the donor\'s contribution, a relational autonomy framework argues for banning donor anonymity, even if this conflicts with the interests of donors and intended parents.[^105^](#fn105){ref-type="fn"} On the other hand, as other countries[^106^](#fn106){ref-type="fn"} and even one state in the United States[^107^](#fn107){ref-type="fn"} move toward removing donor anonymity, intended parents may worry even more about someone outside the intended family insinuating him or herself into the lives of the child and/or family, even after the child reaches the age of majority.[^108^](#fn108){ref-type="fn"} Further, even if anonymity remains the preference in this country, it may ultimately become elusive as advances in genetic sequencing make it ever easier to pierce the shield of family (and donor) privacy that anonymity was intended to provide.[^109^](#fn109){ref-type="fn"}

Whether or not one believes that donor anonymity is appropriate for gamete donors, the issue highlights the complexities of including others in reproduction. IVG therefore offers the decided advantage of avoiding gamete donations and their attendant complications. By more clearly aligning the interests of the intended/genetic parents with the child produced through ART, and by making it easier for the intended parents to preserve the integrity and privacy of the family unit, IVG in this context is consistent with the goals of relational autonomy. Thus, the balance of interests seems to argue strongly in favor of IVG use by same-sex couples and straight couples, when at least one lacks the ability to produce gametes.

Defending IVG on these grounds, however, raises legitimate concerns. Many same-sex couples have created families with an explicit emphasis on the importance of social rather than biological bonds. These families can include multiple kinds of biological connections; some children may be biologically related to one social parent, other children to the other, and some to none of the social parents. The meaning of kinship in these families is based not on biology, but on intent and social parenting.[^110^](#fn110){ref-type="fn"} As the number of such families grows, they challenge social norms about the value of genetic connection between child and parent and diminish the importance of biological links even for families parented by dual-gendered couples.[^111^](#fn111){ref-type="fn"} Arguing for IVG on equality grounds therefore potentially suggests that the families created by same sex (or, for that matter, dual-gendered infertile couples who rely on donor gametes) are inferior to families that straight (fertile) couples can create. Rather than allow broader notions of kinship to shape social norms, IVG may privilege a biological connection between parent and child and become one more technological fix in the endless pursuit to create genetic links within families.

How important it is for functional parents to be genetically related to their children, of course, goes to the heart of questions about the value of IVG. From a relational autonomy perspective, the key issue is the parental connection with the child, whether the child is connected to the parent(s) only socially or both genetically and socially. The fact that IVG makes it possible to create genetic links in certain families---like same-sex families---where it may not have been possible before does not ensure greater connection between parent(s) and child. Indeed, we should worry about functional parents whose only sense of connection with their children is based on genetic links, rather than the social bonds that develop over time. It seems difficult to imagine, however, that the latter does not play an enormous, if not primary, role for virtually all parents. Genetic connections are special and unique connections. Ultimately, however, they do not bind parent and child the way that being fully responsible for a child and spending hours caring for her through sleepless nights, major milestones, and the quotidian events of childhood do.

To the extent that IVG privileges genetically related families over other families, it raises relational autonomy concerns by potentially undervaluing socially constructed relationships. This outcome would be potentially insidious if such attitudes seeped into the family psyche of the nonbiological families, thereby potentially weakening the connections in those families. I have faith, however, that the formation of deep familial relationships has far more to do with sharing lives with and assuming responsibility for someone else than sharing genes. Therefore I am skeptical that the value of these relationships within the nonbiological families would diminish. Even so, in light of the potential of IVG (and ART generally) to reinforce societal attitudes regarding the primacy of genetic links, we must ensure that the law enforces the stability, legitimacy, and viability of socially constructed families. In addition, we should think hard about how we approach and think about ART generally in our society.

I am also attentive to the reality that, for many people, the importance of genetic connections is strong enough to lead them to pursue expensive and sometimes uncomfortable reproductive interventions. Under the 'selfish gene' theory that we are simply vessels through which our genes attempt to propagate,[^112^](#fn112){ref-type="fn"} one could argue that there is something biological and evolutionary in this drive. While arguments from nature only go so far given that nature is not always worthy of emulation,[^113^](#fn113){ref-type="fn"} we should take these desires seriously given that they are not necessarily problematic under, and can even be consistent with, relational autonomy. If individuals seeking genetic connections with their children fully value the social connections they will form with their child and their desire is not rooted in contempt or dismissiveness toward other kinds of families, their desire to use IVG (or other forms of ART) to form genetic connections would align with relational autonomy.

Thus, in spite of my concerns about the potential of ART generally and IVG specifically to privilege genetic connection, the concept of IVG as a tool to create genetic connections between parent and child can be supported under relational autonomy with the caveats noted above. As long as we countenance other methods of ART that allow parents to form genetic links with their future child, as we have done with dual-gendered couples, equality argues for similar options for same-sex couples or dual-gendered families who cannot benefit from current methods of ART. The focus of this piece therefore is to address the issues surrounding IVG in light of the role that ART has in our society, while acknowledging the overarching concern about the value of ever pushing toward genetic connections in families and recognizing that IVG is just one more step in the relentless medicalization of reproduction and the valorization of genetic links.

#### c.. 'Solo IVG' {#sec4-2-2-3}

I turn now to single individuals who might choose 'solo IVG'. Their obstacle to reproduction is not physical, but the lack of a partner. While single individuals can currently reproduce with gamete donors, in the future some may choose solo IVG to avoid relying on gamete donation. Specifically, they would use IVG to create gametes that would complement their naturally produced gametes. That is, a single woman or man would use IVG to derive, respectively, the male or female gamete. Using IVF, the single female\'s ova would then be fertilized with IVG-derived sperm or the single male\'s sperm would fertilize IVG-derived ova.[^114^](#fn114){ref-type="fn"} The single male, however, would require the assistance of a surrogate to carry and bear the child, whereas the single woman would, barring physical obstacles, be able to carry the child herself.

One might argue, for the reasons discussed above, that, because solo IVG allows the single person to reproduce without relying on gamete donors, we should advocate its use. There is, however, something palpably different about solo IVG. Not only does it avoid gamete donations, it eliminates entirely the need for a second individual with whom to procreate genetically. It would, however, require a surrogate for single men and for single women who were not able to or who chose not to gestate. Whether or not single IVG involved a surrogate for the pregnancy, this ability to procreate without the use of anyone else\'s genetic material resembles cloning, which arouses worries about the underlying motivations that would compel such uses of ART.[^115^](#fn115){ref-type="fn"} It also raises concerns about its 'unnaturalness' in that it may not, according to some definitions, even constitute reproduction.

I begin with the worries about motivation, which are not nearly as troubling as some of the concerns about the ways in which solo IVG differs from 'natural' reproduction. An interest in solo IVG would seem to be less about trying to procreate genetically and more about avoiding the involvement of others in the reproductive process.[^116^](#fn116){ref-type="fn"} We might worry, just as some do with reproductive cloning, that only egoism and selfishness[^117^](#fn117){ref-type="fn"} would motivate a single person to reproduce with just his or her gametes. If the motivation to avoid genetic contributions from others is grounded in a belief that no one else could contribute anything of value to one\'s future child, it is inconsistent with a relational conception of autonomy. This concern is greatest with the single female who plans to carry the child because she would rely on no one but herself for reproduction. But even the single male\'s decision to use solo IVG, which would require the use of a surrogate, could still be rooted in an egotistical belief that only his genetic contributions have value.

If, however, the goal is to preserve the integrity and privacy of the family unit, as would be likely in many or most instances, then the motivations are more consistent with relational autonomy. While the single male (or female who uses a gestational surrogate) cannot completely ensure that the integrity of the family unit will be preserved, given the reliance on a surrogate,[^118^](#fn118){ref-type="fn"} IVG still offers a better chance of minimizing the threats to the family unit than relying on both gamete donors and surrogates. Thus, even in these cases, the motivations may be rooted in relational autonomy goals.

Nevertheless, solo IVG is unique. While the use of IVG by same-sex or infertile straight couples might also be motivated by a desire to avoid using gamete donors, solo IVG (whether or not surrogates are involved) literally deprives the resulting child of a second genetic parent. Even though many children are born to and raised by single parents, another person contributed genetically to their existence. With solo IVG, however, the resulting child is deprived of the heritage of two parents. Of course, the child born of two genetic parents, who only knows the single parent, has also lost her heritage in one sense. She knows another genetic parent exists (or existed), but may have limited or no knowledge of that person. It is not clear which is more painful, the absence of a relationship with someone who shares 50% of one\'s genes or the nonexistence of a second genetic parental relationship.

The concerns about possible psychological harm in these scenarios are, however, speculative, much like concerns about the possible psychological effects of being cloned.[^119^](#fn119){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, the degree of psychological harm would likely vary considerably, depending to a large extent on how, and the circumstances in which, the single parent raises the child. Further, many children are born into less than ideal circumstances for various reasons. The mere fact that a child\'s circumstances may be challenging is not in and of itself a reason to prevent bringing children into the world by these methods. Thus, it is difficult, on these grounds alone to argue fully against solo IVG, despite some of the possible negative psychological harms it may present.

The more substantial objection, however, is based on the notable difference between solo IVG and other methods of ART. Solo IVG not only differs from 'natural' reproduction, but it challenges (much like cloning does) how we understand reproduction. Current forms of ART mimic reproduction by joining gametes (and two haploids) from two different individuals (and two completely different genomes) to create a child.[^120^](#fn120){ref-type="fn"} The location and manner of fertilization may differ---in a petri dish with IVF and noncoitally with AI and IVF, for example---but the process is essentially the same. In contrast, solo IVG (like cloning) is procreation from a single genome.

Procreation in this manner troubles many people because of its significant divergence from our understanding of reproduction as something that occurs between two individuals.[^121^](#fn121){ref-type="fn"} Even if a gestational surrogate is used, the reproduction---that is the bringing together of genetic material to create a child---only involves one person: the single individual. This raises difficult parentage questions and forces us to struggle to find language to describe the resulting relationships. While a same-sex couple procreating with IVG would not result in a mother and father, both individuals would be genetic (and social) parents of the child. In this way, reproduction remains consistent with the idea of two individuals bringing together half of each of their genomes to create a third person.[^122^](#fn122){ref-type="fn"} The inability to name them 'mom and dad' is less important than the idea that we would understand, conceptually, who the genetic parents were. We might struggle with nomenclature, wondering perhaps whether gay men would be 'papa and daddy' and lesbians 'mama and mom'. But we would know what we meant by calling each of them a genetic parent; we would understand that each provided half of a genome to the child.

In contrast, with solo IVG and cloning, the child does not inherit 50% of their parents' genomes.[^123^](#fn123){ref-type="fn"} The cloned child, for example, would share virtually 100% of its genome with the donor.[^124^](#fn124){ref-type="fn"} Would the donor be a genetic parent and the clone, son or daughter because the former begat the latter? Or would they be more like (delayed) twins because of the shared genome? Or would they be something altogether different?

Solo IVG provides an even more complicated genetic relationship. Here the resulting child would not be genetically identical to the single person. Instead, virtually every allele the child inherited would be an allele that the single person had,[^125^](#fn125){ref-type="fn"} but the child\'s composition of alleles would be different. For some loci, the child would have double copies of the single person\'s maternally inherited version of the gene (and none of the paternally inherited genes); for other loci, the child would have double copies of the paternally inherited version of the genes (and none of the maternally inherited genes); and for the remaining loci, the child would have the same combination of the single individual\'s maternally and paternally inherited genes. This is a genetic relationship we have never encountered before. According to our understanding of genetic parentage, where the child inherits 50% of the parent\'s genome,[^126^](#fn126){ref-type="fn"} the single parent would not be the genetic parent. And unlike the cloned child, for whom the parents of the donor are genetic parents (because the child shares 50% of her genome with them),[^127^](#fn127){ref-type="fn"} the child born of solo IVG would have no genetic parent. This potentially threatens the child\'s relational autonomy interests by severing an important kind of relational connection that defines many of us. Social parenting relationships, however, which are also central to one\'s relational self-definition would still be possible.

One might argue that in the instances in which a gestational surrogate is involved---for the single man or for the single woman who can\'t, or chooses not to, carry the pregnancy---the relational autonomy concerns would be lessened. After all, the child would have a biological parent of sorts via the gestational surrogate. While there is some distinction between this instance and the instance in which the single woman is the sole participant in procreation, the relational connection is still quite thin, especially if the surrogate is not intended to and does not play any role in the rearing of the child. While she may provide some environmental influences in utero, she offers neither genetic material nor rearing, just a few months of biological connection, which does not overcome what is lost to the child through this manner of procreation.

An additional concern about the 'unnaturalness' of solo IVG has to do with the fact that the process eliminates the evolutionary and health benefits of 'natural' reproduction, which reshuffles and divides two different genomes during meiosis, bringing the haploids together to form new genomes. Such reshuffling promotes genetic diversity, which, evolutionarily speaking, is advantageous; it creates various genetic combinations, some of which might be optimal to address potential environmental challenges. It is unlikely, however, that the interest in solo IVG would be sufficiently widespread to affect human evolution. As a result, the potential effect on human diversity is only a limited concern.

More significant, however, is that solo IVG---unlike 'natural' reproduction---increases the possibility of homozygosity for recessive genes, contributing to a greater risk of disease and disability. Because each of us carries around 400 mutations, at least a couple of which are associated with disease,[^128^](#fn128){ref-type="fn"} procreating from just one genome substantially increases the risk of passing on two copies of recessive mutations. The risk with solo IVG would be even greater than with cloning because it would involve a reshuffling of the genetic combinations of just one individual\'s genome through meiosis, thereby increasing the possibility of turning heterozygous mutations in the individual into homozygous mutations in the resulting embryo.[^129^](#fn129){ref-type="fn"} This risk is an extreme version of the risks associated with consanguinity, when reproduction among individuals who share a percentage of their genomes---such as siblings or cousins---increases the possibility of homozygosity for recessive mutations.

While IVG could be used in combination with PGD to test for such homozygosity, this would not fully reduce the risks. Often the recessive mutations would not be known in advance, limiting the value of PGD. As we gain more knowledge about various genetic mutations, our ability to detect previously unidentified recessive mutations might be more fruitful. But even then, we may not fully understand which recessive mutations are problematic in which ways. In other words, PGD currently and even in the future can only reduce this risk to some extent.

As we have seen, the novelty of solo IVG and the difficulties it presents in conceptualizing the resulting relationships are not reasons alone to condemn solo IVG. But, in combination with the health risks noted above and concerns about depriving children of a genetic parent, they raise serious red flags. For these reasons, solo IVG is the least justifiable and the most problematic reproductive use of IVG, particularly as compared with same-sex couples and, even to some extent, as compared with multiplex parents.

#### d.. 'Multiplex' Parenting {#sec4-2-2-4}

'Multiplex' parenting also potentially raises concerns about its novelty and 'unnaturalness', given that we have never been able to reproduce in this manner before. It does not, however, increase the risk of homozygosity for recessive genes like solo IVG. Moreover, unlike solo IVG, 'multiplex' parenting combines haploid genomes of unique entities, which makes it more like 'natural' reproduction.

Nevertheless, multiplex parenting raises concerns about the nature of the relationships between the individuals and the resulting child. Again, the intended parents would not have the type of genetic relationship we associate with parent and child in 'normal' reproduction. With a quadruple, for example, reproduction would combine haploid genomes, but the haploids would come from embryos, which would never have existed as a living person, even if genetically speaking the embryo constituted a unique single genome. The resulting children would therefore be 'orphaned', since their genetic 'parents', the embryos, would have died before the child was even born.[^130^](#fn130){ref-type="fn"} These children would never have the possibility of learning about the person that the embryos might have become and therefore they would lose the kind of information about genetic parentage that children may find meaningful. As Robert Sparrow argues, they would not be able to 'interpret their lives and experiences in light of "biographies" of embryos'.[^131^](#fn131){ref-type="fn"} As the number of individuals involved increases, the genetic distance from the child to any one intended parent would become increasingly sparse: from 25% genetic connection with quadruples to 12.5% with octuples, 6.25% with 16 intended parents, 3.125% with 32 intended parents, and so on.

Multiplex parenting would also test our methods for determining parentage. No one would be a genetic parent of the child. We could, however, use the intent test to assign legal parentage. Even under this test, however, multiplex parenting would differ from the typical use of intent, which assigns parentage to only one or two legal parents, whereas with multiplex parenting intent applies to more than two individuals. Until recently, all jurisdictions and courts have limited parentage to two individuals.[^132^](#fn132){ref-type="fn"} Just over a year ago, however, California made the novel decision to allow for the possibility of more than two legal parents.[^133^](#fn133){ref-type="fn"} Even in this exceptional case, however, the decision was based on the best interest of the child,[^134^](#fn134){ref-type="fn"} rather than intent.

Multiplex parenting, therefore, forces us to grapple with questions about whether to continue to limit the number of legal parents a child may have and, if so, on what basis. Until, and unless, we allow all intended multiplex parents to be legal parents, there is likely to be conflict over which of the equally genetically connected individuals involved in the multiplex arrangement should be entitled to legal parentage. This could lead to protracted litigation and difficulties for the child during the period of uncertainty about who the legal parents are. On the other hand, we have faced similar struggles about legal parentage with other forms of ART and that alone has generally not been a reason to prohibit those reproductive arrangements.[^135^](#fn135){ref-type="fn"}

*Obergefell v. Hodges*,[^136^](#fn136){ref-type="fn"} in which the Supreme Court held that same-sex couples have a constitutional right to marry under the Fourteenth Amendment, has some bearing on the question of whether parentage would be recognized among multiplex parents. As Chief Justice Roberts notes, 'much of the majority\'s reasoning would apply with equal force to the claim of a fundamental right to plural marriage'.[^137^](#fn137){ref-type="fn"} If polyamorous marriage were found to be constitutionally based, the law would likely conclude that polyamorous partners were the legal parents of children that issued from those marriages, including children born of multiplex reproduction.

While some have argued that *Obergefell* opened the door to a constitutionally recognized right to plural marriage, there is a reason to be circumspect about jumping to that conclusion. It is true that Justice Kennedy\'s statement in the majority opinion declaring that the 'the right to personal choice regarding marriage is inherent in the concept of individual autonomy'[^138^](#fn138){ref-type="fn"} could support a claim that the individual\'s 'autonomy to make such profound choices' should extend to choosing not just one, but multiple, life partners.[^139^](#fn139){ref-type="fn"} Similarly, if one of the rationales to find a constitutional right to gay marriage is the concern that laws banning same-sex marriage 'demean' gays and lesbians, 'disparage their choices and diminish their personhood',[^140^](#fn140){ref-type="fn"} and 'humiliate the children of same-sex couples'[^141^](#fn141){ref-type="fn"} by imposing on them 'the stigma of knowing their families are somehow lesser',[^142^](#fn142){ref-type="fn"} it could be equally true that laws prohibiting plural marriage would have the same harmful effects on polygamous partners and their children. And, if, '\[i\]n forming a marital union, two people become something greater than once they were',[^143^](#fn143){ref-type="fn"} 'why isn\'t four better than two?'[^144^](#fn144){ref-type="fn"}

As some have argued, however, Justice Kennedy\'s majority opinion also offers rationales that distinguish same-sex marriage from polyamorous marriage. William Saletan notes that Kennedy discusses the 'immutability' of homosexuality, which doesn\'t exist for polygamy.[^145^](#fn145){ref-type="fn"} Justice Kennedy also describes marriage as saving gay and lesbians from a fate of loneliness, which polyamorists are not condemned to since they can marry a man or woman.[^146^](#fn146){ref-type="fn"} While bans of same-sex marriage deny gays and lesbians and their children many state benefits that straight couples and their children can enjoy through marriage, polyamorists and their children can also enjoy these benefits if the parents of the children pair up in marriage.[^147^](#fn147){ref-type="fn"} Saletan also notes that the 'highest ideals of love, fidelity, devotion, sacrifice and family "that Kennedy asserts are embodied in marriage"[^148^](#fn148){ref-type="fn"} distinguish homosexuality from polygamy'. As the number of partners to whom you are devoted and faithful increases, 'the value of your fidelity and devotion are diminished, just as surely as inflation shrinks the value of a dollar'.[^149^](#fn149){ref-type="fn"} Similarly, as Mary Bonauto, the attorney representing the gay couples in *Obergefell* observed, there is a greater risk of conflict and 'disrupting family relationships' if the number of marital partners increases beyond two.[^150^](#fn150){ref-type="fn"}

Ultimately, it seems possible, but unlikely for the reasons given above, that the Court would recognize a constitutional right to polyamorous marriage. Nevertheless, this conclusion does not resolve the question as to whether and why multiplex parenting is legitimate or desirable. As I suggest below, the answer to that question is complex.

One can imagine some very positive outcomes if multiple individuals intentionally create a child together. If several individuals use IVG to have a child whom they intend to raise, this may accrue to the child\'s benefits. As they say, it takes a village to raise a child. The more adults who feel responsible for the child\'s well-being, the better off the child is likely to be. This motivation for using IVG seems consistent with relational autonomy given that it is aimed at providing a community to offer the child support and care. Whether two or four people procreate with this goal in mind does not seem to detract from the way in which these motivations for procreation can be defended under a relational autonomy framework.

Of course, these arrangements may not always be idyllic. Confusion about the roles of the parents and conflicts about how to parent might arise. Given that two parents sometimes (often?) are confused about their respective roles or disagree about parenting philosophies, adding more parents to the mix might lead to even more such conflict.[^151^](#fn151){ref-type="fn"} On the other hand, we might expect that most people would probably not choose to parent with more than one person. As a result, the rare few who share the desire to engage in such parenting arrangements might be more aligned and communicative in their views about parenting and parental roles than many couples who parent.[^152^](#fn152){ref-type="fn"} One simply cannot assume that multiplex parenting arrangements will be more or less optimal than typical parenting relationships, which vary tremendously in their quality. Thus, these concerns do not seem certain or severe enough to reject multiplex parenting. Further, to the extent that the goal is to create a robust, supportive community for the child, multiplex parenting is consistent with relational autonomy.

As the number of individuals contemplating multiplex parenting increases, however, the relational autonomy justifications diminish because the nature of the relationships necessarily thins. Going from two parents to four parents, for example, may not seem so dissimilar from many parenting arrangements today, such as divorced parents and stepparents co-parenting together. But imagine multiplex parenting involving a much larger group. In those instances, the genetic connections between every adult and the child would be minimal. With 32 individuals, for example, the genetic connection would be only 3.125%. Even though this minimal genetic contribution is greater than what is likely with mitochondrial transfer,[^153^](#fn153){ref-type="fn"} as the genetic contribution declines its resemblance to our conception of reproduction lessens. Far more significant, however, is that interpersonal connections and interactions that constitute an intimate, parent--child relationship would be next to impossible with increasing numbers. Thirty-two adults simply cannot all have the kind of intimate relationship that is central to social parenting. At some point, as the number of intended 'parents' increases, the social connections inevitably thin and intimacy diminishes, making multiplex reproduction more like the creation of 'clans' and less like the creation of parent--child relationships.[^154^](#fn154){ref-type="fn"} This is inconsistent with relational autonomy for the child, who would lose the benefits of the close relationship of a true social parent.

One could imagine multiplex reproduction involving many genetic 'parents', but only a few (say four) of the group who would act as the social, intended parents. From a relational autonomy perspective, this arrangement would be preferable to having 32 thinly invested parents because it would be far more likely to create the intimacy and closeness that are essential to the parent--child relationship and the development of the child. But, one wonders, what would be the point of multiplex parenting with so many, if only a few intend to be social parents? Would it be to create genetically connected groups of children?

This notion brings the clan image to mind again and raises other relational autonomy concerns. The worry is that the desire to use technology like IVG to create groups of genetically related 'clans' would be rooted in divisive attitudes and a desire to segregate genetically. Such motivations are entirely inconsistent with relational autonomy because they potentially promote discriminatory attitudes and push against membership within the larger community. While there is no precedent for multiplex parenting, there have been a few instances in American history where commune-like groups have practiced 'complex marriage'. One such instance involved 300 members who had consensual relations with whomever they wanted to in the group. More pertinent to multiplex reproduction, people who wanted children were 'matched in arranged marriages and prevented from bonding with their children, all as part of \[the leader\'s\] plan to create a 'superior uber-race'.[^155^](#fn155){ref-type="fn"} It is not, therefore, out of the realm of possibility that some groups might use multiplex procreation to similar ends.

From time immemorial, for social or religious reasons, however, we have witnessed genetic segregation among groups who intermarry. Even so, these effects are far less deliberate and occur more slowly than the multiplex 'clan' approach to parenting I describe above. While the fact that something happens by chance isn\'t necessarily better than its occurring deliberately,[^156^](#fn156){ref-type="fn"} the establishment of genetically related 'clans' through multiplex parenting would create in the span of only one generation the equivalent of what would happen over several generations of intermarriage. For example, if 32 individuals engaged in multiplex parenting, in genetic and generational terms, they would be like great-great-great-grandparents to the child because the child would be five 'generations' away. If many children were born to these groups, multiplex parenting could, through generational compression, create genetically segregated groups far more quickly than intermarrying within ethnic groups.

Multiplex parenting also raises evolutionary concerns that are potentially greater than with solo IVG. By integrating genomes into several children in only one generation, multiplex parenting would prevent the intermediary genetic combinations from being tested over time by environmental insults thereby eliminating the evolutionary benefits of gradually testing different combinations of genomes over time.

Ultimately, however, the likelihood of these problematic scenarios is largely speculative and dependent to some extent on the numbers of groups who would choose to engage in multiplex parenting for these reasons. Planning a 'superior uber race' would clearly be problematic under a relational autonomy perspective. But unless many groups procreated in this manner and did so prolifically, the societal impact of genetic segregation and evolutionary distortions would be quite minimal. One might imagine that such desires are not rampant in modern society. Indeed, the limited research on polyamorous relationships, which most groups interested in multiplex reproduction would be, suggests that 'polyamorous configurations with more than three people tend to be rarer and have more turnover'.[^157^](#fn157){ref-type="fn"}

As a result, we see that multiplex reproduction can sometimes offer potential benefits, but can also raises relational autonomy concerns. One important factor is how many individuals are involved. The greater the number, the fewer the benefits and the more threats to relational autonomy, suggesting that there should be a presumption against multiplex parenting when the numbers grow too large. What that precise number should be would depend on the degree of connectedness that is possible as well as the circumstances and rationales for the large group. The burden, however, should be on those seeking large multiplex parenting arrangements to show why this approach is consistent with relational autonomy as opposed to being driven by socially threatening, clan-like motivations.

C.. IVG to Perfect Reproduction {#sec4-3}
-------------------------------

We shift gears now to using IVG to 'improve' or 'perfect' reproduction. Specifically, IVG might be used in combination with PGD or gamete selection to eradicate disease---serious or mild, childhood- or adult-onset---or to select for or against, respectively, desirable and undesirable traits. For many, this possibility raises the specter of 'eugenics'. Drawing on my earlier work that used a relational autonomy framework to evaluate genetic selection and other technologies that might 'improve' reproduction, I briefly revisit the argument that these technologies are not per se problematic. Instead, their moral worth depends on the motivations and circumstances in which they are used.[^158^](#fn158){ref-type="fn"} While the combination of IVG with these technologies should not automatically lead us to condemn its use, it may nevertheless subtly shift attitudes about prenatal selection and intensify some of the relational autonomy concerns surrounding prenatal selection.

Whether or not IVG is involved, efforts to select embryos or gametes can be justified under relational autonomy if the underlying motivation is rooted in concerns about the best interests of the child and family. This may be most persuasive with respect to the prevention of serious genetic diseases that manifest in childhood, though one might be able to make similar claims for less severe conditions or even, potentially some traits. Resolving what is actually in the best interests of all is complicated, and some families may not get it right, but such concerns are consistent with relational autonomy because they consider 'whether the choices enrich the self as understood in relation to family and larger community'.[^159^](#fn159){ref-type="fn"}

If, however, selection of embryos or gametes is based on prejudice or conceptions of the future child only in terms of the presence or absence of disease or traits, it 'promotes a fragmented conception of individuals with those traits or disease and limits us from seeing them in their wholeness as humans'.[^160^](#fn160){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, it can reinforce prejudice by reducing the incidence of children born with disabilities or less desired traits.[^161^](#fn161){ref-type="fn"}

If individuals with the most resources have greatest access to these technologies and use them to select against traits and diseases that are devalued by society or accord fewer societal advantages, prenatal selection would reinforce existing inequalities and challenge relational autonomy. If these conditions or traits become proportionately less prevalent among the most advantaged and relatively more prevalent among the least advantaged, it would exacerbate negative associations with the traits or conditions, and intensify existing inequalities, particularly if society shares strongly held norms about which traits or conditions are desirable and undesirable.[^162^](#fn162){ref-type="fn"}

Some also worry that such technologies commodify reproduction by seeing the future child as a product we can design, rather than a 'gift' to accept as is,[^163^](#fn163){ref-type="fn"} which would threaten relational autonomy by treating the child 'as something separate from us and our deep relationships'.[^164^](#fn164){ref-type="fn"} It is not obvious, however, that a desire to 'improve' reproduction necessarily means parents fully or even partially commodify reproduction or the resulting child.[^165^](#fn165){ref-type="fn"}

Finally, some worry that overuse of prenatal selection may reduce genetic diversity and inadvertently reduce or eliminate genes with potentially selective advantages in certain environments.[^166^](#fn166){ref-type="fn"} To the extent we identify ourselves as part of our larger community, this scenario would threaten relational autonomy. In fact, however, it is exceedingly unlikely, without a vast shift in reproductive norms, which at this point seems largely speculative.[^167^](#fn167){ref-type="fn"}

While all of the relational autonomy concerns regarding current efforts to improve reproduction through genetic selection are not equally persuasive or certain, introducing IVG into the mix potentially intensifies some of them. For example, by significantly improving the selective potential of prenatal diagnosis (PGD),[^168^](#fn168){ref-type="fn"} IVG may shift attitudes about the purpose of PGD. By eliminating the need for egg retrieval, which is currently essential to PGD, IVG would prevent the physical burdens of egg retrieval. In addition, the number of eggs that could be created would be limited only by cost, as opposed to the physical limitations of egg production during stimulated ovulation, thereby offering the possibility of creating a significantly larger supply of embryos to evaluate as compared with current PGD. As scholars have noted, this increased availability of embryos would allow for far more nuanced and comprehensive selection. If for example, IVG was used to create 10,000 embryos, a couple seeking to have a child with a particular genotype at 15 loci would have a 99.99% chance of success as compared with a 1% chance with traditional PGD.[^169^](#fn169){ref-type="fn"}

This distinction could change how PGD is used and viewed. Today, most people use PGD to avoid a single genetic disease, particularly those that will have livelong effects for a child, although a 2006 study showed that 42% use it for sex selection.[^170^](#fn170){ref-type="fn"} Many factors, however, may lead to the ability to choose embryos not just based on disease propensity, but also based on other traits besides sex. The much more comprehensive selection possible with IVG might reframe people\'s thinking about PGD and prenatal selection as not just a means to select against serious disease, but also a means to select the most ideal embryo. In other words, IVG has the potential to change norms about what parents 'should' do, shifting expectations from disease prevention toward 'perfection' of reproduction. While not everyone will want to choose the qualities of their future child so precisely, it is hard to imagine that it would not push some, perhaps many, to think that prenatal selection is a valuable method of 'quality control'. These attitudes may not only make such fine-tuned testing become more mainstream, but may also make it easier for many to commodify reproduction and even possibly the resulting child.

One feature of IVG/PGD that might limit its widespread use, at least to some extent, is the fact that it would involve the creation and destruction of not just a handful of embryos, but literally thousands. For anyone who takes the position that the embryo is a person, any form of PGD would be problematic with or without IVG. But even for those who do not find the creation and destruction of embryos troubling under current uses of PGD, the exponential increase in embryo creation and destruction, as noted above, might be problematic.[^171^](#fn171){ref-type="fn"}

Given that, for many, embryos hold an important moral status greater than that of any other biological tissue,[^172^](#fn172){ref-type="fn"} the ability to engage in prenatal selection without embryo destruction might make IVG with gamete selection especially appealing for those who can afford it.[^173^](#fn173){ref-type="fn"} At present, we do not have mechanisms for genetic selection of the optimal egg or sperm.[^174^](#fn174){ref-type="fn"} Should that become possible, however, it would eliminate any moral qualms people may have about the creation and destruction of embryos.[^175^](#fn175){ref-type="fn"} This feature, however, raises even greater concerns about the potential routinization of efforts to 'perfect' or just 'improve' reproduction, at least for those with adequate resources.

For some period of time, cost might cut against the routinization of IVG/PGD or IVG/gamete selection. Even if the price of genetically analysing thousands of embryos decreased from current levels, creating gametes for either PGD or gamete analysis and performing genetic analysis on thousands of embryos or gametes will not likely be cheap for a long time, if ever. As long as such procedures remain relatively costly, insurers are not likely to cover their use, especially to cull out minor conditions or undesired traits. The cost--benefit analysis would undoubtedly cut against such reimbursement in a way it would not with more serious and costly medical conditions.

If, however, technology advances to the stage where such analysis becomes substantially cheaper, insurers might approach the reimbursement question differently. At that point, genetic analysis would have moved well beyond the evaluation of single genes or even arrays of genes toward whole genome or exome sequencing.[^176^](#fn176){ref-type="fn"} While our current ability to analyse such enormous amounts of data is currently quite limited and rudimentary,[^177^](#fn177){ref-type="fn"} by the time viable gamete selection is possible, genetic analysis will be far more comprehensive than it is today. At that point, insurers might find economic value in covering IVG coupled with PGD or gamete selection to choose embryos or gametes with the lowest probability of disease. Although the predictive value of genetic information will likely always be limited given that other factors play a role in disease risk, the cost--benefit analysis for insurers might cut in favor of selection of the 'fittest' embryos or gametes.

Given the breadth of genetic information that would potentially be available with such technological advances, future parents would have the potential to select embryos or gametes not only based on genetic factors associated with illness, but also based on certain traits. This development might motivate ever more fine-tuning of the 'quality' of future offspring and potentially normalize the kinds of commodification attitudes that are troublesome under relational autonomy. While not everyone would proceed down this path, we could imagine a gradual, but potentially notable, cultural shift in attitudes, which would probably involve a complicated mix of concerns about the best interest of the child (procreative beneficence) and a growing desire for perfection that goes beyond best interest concerns. The more societal norms shift in the latter direction, the more the relational autonomy concerns grow.

An additional problem with the potential routinization of efforts to 'perfect' reproduction is that it can, ironically, limit choice. Specifically, it can diminish how fully individuals consider what they are choosing to do, why, and whether it fits into their values. It can also impoverish the informed consent process as providers and patients view a procedure or attitude as routine, rather than a deeply personal choice that is not necessarily for everyone.[^178^](#fn178){ref-type="fn"} The less the options are fully considered and discussed as choices, rather than presumed actions, the more the norms solidify, creating a vicious cycle.

If societal norms shift toward viewing IVG/PGD and IVG/gamete selection as mechanisms to fine-tune reproduction, rather than just to prevent suffering, the concerns about potential discrimination---including discrimination against the disabled and discrimination based on disfavored traits---also grow. Whatever risks exist today regarding the reduced number of children born with disabilities would be magnified. If the use of these technologies to select against more minor conditions and certain undesired traits truly becomes routinized, we might reinforce prejudice by reducing the incidence of children with these features and by valuing people in terms of the absence or presence of certain traits or disease.[^179^](#fn179){ref-type="fn"}

Finally, the concerns about negative effects on genetic diversity, while still speculative in this context, may carry a bit more force, especially if social attitudes about the value of certain traits began to coalesce. To the extent that preferences for certain traits remain individualized, the nature of embryo or gamete selection would vary among individuals. Certain traits that confer an advantage (real or perceived) in our culture, however, would frequently be the basis for prenatal selection. Genes associated with the absence of those traits might therefore become less prevalent. While the effects on gene frequency would be greater than with current uses of prenatal selection, it would still take many generations and widespread selection on the same basis before we could see any measurable effects on genetic diversity. Therefore, even in this context, such concerns are theoretically possible, but not highly likely.

As we have seen, IVG in combination with PGD or gamete selection does not change the nature of the relational autonomy concerns regarding the efforts to improve reproduction. Instead, it affects the degree and extent of these concerns. Specifically, it is the ability of IVG to intensify the comprehensiveness of prenatal selection and the potential for it to become routine, which may subtly shift attitudes and expectations about reproduction and our resulting children. As choice about the nature of our progeny becomes more expansive based on a smorgasbord of information about disease risks and traits, and as our methods of making such choices do not involve egg retrievals, pregnancy terminations, or potentially even embryo destruction, the efforts to select in these manners may become ever more compelling. And as the costs---physical, emotional, and economic---decrease, the desire to use technology in these ways will only grow, intensifying the relational autonomy concerns that already exist, to some extent, with current prenatal selection.

CONCLUSION {#sec5}
==========

IVG challenges us to revisit many of the issues surrounding various advanced reproductive technologies, but it also pushes us to grapple with new issues concerning the meaning of reproduction and whether there can be too many or too few parents. Its use to assist in the reproduction of certain groups such as premenarche girls, postmenopausal women, and individuals choosing to procreate without the genetic contribution of anyone else is presumptively problematic under a relational autonomy framework. Multiplex parenting, in contrast, provides arguments for and against the use of IVG, although it becomes increasingly problematic as the number of individuals involved increases. IVG\'s potential role in prenatal selection may refine the ability to reduce suffering, but it may also greatly intensify some relational autonomy concerns. Finally, assuming that we can eliminate worries about its safety, IVG may offer benefits over existing methods of ART, in some contexts, especially for same-sex couples.

While I have argued that IVG is valuable for some groups precisely because it can help individuals form genetic connections with their children, I end by highlighting an underlying concern regarding ART generally and efforts to expand its potential, which I discussed briefly earlier. Specifically, ART privileges genetic connections in parenting. While the drive for such connections is clearly powerful for many, we should be circumspect about technologies that further promote genetic connections rather than encourage other forms of kinship. IVG not only raises many challenges to relational autonomy in some contexts, but, like many forms of ART, it distracts from the richness of many forms of families that are not connected by genes and from the problem of the many children who need, but are left without, a home and parents. Noting that caveat, however, and given the context in which we support ART as a society, in many contexts, IVG can be seen as just another way to make a baby.
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